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Poly Royal theme 
unites diversity
By Alison Skratt
Managing Editor________
“ Unity Through Diversity” 
will encapsulate all the plans, 
displays and fanfare of Cal Poly’s 
1989 Poly Royal as its official 
theme.
After sifting through 277 en­
tries, the 1989 Poly Royal Board 
agreed by consensus on this 
year’s theme yesterday. Bill 
Jacobs, a city and regional plan­
ning senior, submitted the winn­
ing entry and won a dinner for 
two at Los Hermanos Restaurant 
for it.
“ We had a really hard time 
narrowing it down because there 
were lots of really good themes 
entered,’’ said Debbie Rogers, 
board member. “ And we really 
a p p re c ia te  everyone  who 
entered.”
The narrowing process focused 
on a desirable image for Cal Poly, 
for incoming students and the 
community, said Rogers, a 
business sophomore.
The board tried to pick a theme 
that showed what Cal Poly rep­
resents, she said, “ among its 
schools and among its students.”
Possible manipulations of the 
theme into negative spoofs were 
also of concern to the board. 
After last year’s spoof of “ It’s 
Our Style to Wait Awhile” 
showed up on T-shirts around 
campus, the board had to scan 
, the entries more carefully, she 
said.
For instance, said Rogers, any
entry with the word “ capture” 
would not have been considered.
“ We wanted it to be op- 
tom istic,”  she said, “ and 
workable as far as poster designs 
and individual majors are con­
cerned.”
Board member Christine Craig 
said “ Unity Through Diversity” 
was chosen because the board 
was trying to involve all aspects 
of Cal Poly.
“ The ‘Diversity’ represents 
every school at Cal Poly. And we 
wanted to promote a little more 
diversity racially, too. We saw it 
as the best way to get people 
more involved,” said Craig, a 
biological science junior.
A team on the board narrowed 
the choices down to three after 
this weekend, for final discussion 
during yesterday’s meeting. The 
other two entries that were not 
chosen were: “ Excellence by
Design” and “ In Tune with 
Tomorrow.”
The contest for the official 
1989 Poly Royal poster begins 
tomorrow and its deadline is 
Nov. 16. Seventeen poster entries 
will be guaranteed from a design 
class on campus and entries will 
be critiqued professionally. All 
students are encouraged to enter.
Guidelines for poster entries 
and finalized products can be 
picked up and turned in at the 
Poly Royal Board Office, the ar­
chitecture  departm en t, the 
graphic communications office or 
the UU information desk.
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A hot n«w local band Tha Toddlara will ba playing dally at the ChNd Davalopmant Lab. The band faaliiraa (L-R) 
Dana, 2, on guHar; Qalan, 4, on baaa; MIehala t, wNh voeala and Alax, 2, on keyboard.
Coach says he painted locker room
By Terry LIghtfoot
Sports Editor
The mysterious appearance of 
“ UC Davis” painted on a door 
and on walls in the Mustang 
football team locker room was no 
sinister plot of a vandal, but a 
ploy by the head coach to remind 
the team what lies ahead when it 
faces the Aggies on Saturday.
Coach Lyle Setencich said he
was the culprit.
“ I did it to remind the team 
who we were playing on Satur­
day,”  he said.
The Mustangs are playing the 
17th ranked Aggie team that has 
memories of a 41-0 shellacking at 
Mustang Stadium last year.
Setencich said tha t the 
Mustangs can keep their playoff 
hopes alive if they win the re­
mainder of their games. That
would leave Poly with a 7-3 
record and Setendch feels that 
would give the Mustangs a good 
chance of making the playoffs.
Setencich said jokingly, “ We 
have some dumb players who 
may have forgotten who we were 
facing on Saturday.”
Athletic Director Ken Walker 
said he wasn’t sure who painted 
the door, but he felt it would in­
spire the team.
Tarkenton to throw business tips incidents
By Steve Harmon
Stall Writer
Former NFL star quarterback 
Fran Tarkenton will be in San 
Luis Obispo on Wednesday, Nov. 
2, to speak on how to run a bet­
ter business through motivation, 
o rgan ization  identity  and 
creative marketing.
The Cal Poly student chapter 
of the American Marketing 
Association is sponsoring the 
presentation at a cost of more 
than $10,000 — half of which is 
lottery money from the state, 
said David Furrer, president of 
the Cal PolyAMA.
“ We (the AMA) went down the 
list of all the heavy hitters in the 
management consultant speakers 
— Donald Trump, Tarkenton and 
the guy that owns Remington 
and I started calling them,” Fur­
rer said. “ It turned out that 
they’re all booked for like two 
years except Tarkenton.”
Furrer said fees for these top 
consultants range from $10,000 
to $13,000.
The event will start at 6 p.m. 
at the Embassy Suites Hotel, 
San Luis Obispo, with no-host 
cocktails. Dinner will follow at 
6:30 with Tarkenton’s presentat­
ion starting at about 7:45 p.m. in
Fran Tarfcanton
the hotel’s San Luis Obispo 
Ballroom.
Tarkenton’s business career 
began even when he was setting 
records on the gridiron. In 1972, 
when he was in the NFL, he 
founded his own management 
consulting Firm — Tarkenton and 
Company. Exxon, American Ex­
press,. 3M, U.S. Steel, Pan Amer­
ican Airways, Hilton Hotels, 
Honeywell and Levi Strauss are 
a few of the more than 200 major 
c o rp o ra t io n s  and 43 ,000  
managers that Tarkenton has 
given seminars and his services 
to.
He sits on many corporate 
boards of directors, one of which 
is Coca-Cola, and he owns five 
companies. He also authored two 
business books. Playing to Win 
— Strategies for Business Suc­
cess and How to Motivate Peo­
ple, both published by Harper 
See TARKENTON, page 6
Several false alarms 
stump Poly fire crew
By Bruce Sutherland
Staff Wrttar
The Campus Fire Department 
responded to a false alarm set off 
by mechanical difficulties at the 
administration building Monday 
shortly after 3:30 p.m.
The incident was the latest of 
several false alarms that have 
been received in the past three 
weeks at the Administration 
Building, said Fire Captain Ndl 
Lincoln.
“ Everyone is evacuated when 
we get there,” Lincoln said. “ We 
check the alarm and cannot find 
the  p r o b l em .  I t ’s very 
frustrating.”
The alarm is not a specific one 
in one area, Lincoln said. Each
time the alarm goes off it has 
been from a different part of the 
building.
“ This becomes one of those 
puzzles where you have to find 
the cause of the alarm,” he said.
One problem has been smoke 
alarms going off when there is no 
smoke in the area.
Repairs were made on the 
previous false alarms and were 
apparently holding up until to­
day’s alarm.
Fire Chief John Paulsen stayed 
with repair crews to help search 
out the cause of the alarms.
No one has been injured during 
the evacuations, although several 
workers complained of the in­
convenience the incidents have 
created.
Jerry Brown talks of Zen Buddhism, election
By Stewart McKenzie
Staff Writar
Former California governor 
Jerry Brown, after a six-year 
hiatus from politics, will discuss 
the national election here 
tonight.
Brown will fly into San Luis 
Obispo this afternoon and speak 
at 7:30 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium.
Brown, who was once training 
to be a Jesuit priest, is the son of 
Edmund (Pat) Brown Sr., gov­
ernor of California in the late 
1950s and early 1960s. Jerry 
Brown was elected to the same
office in 1974 and served two 
terms in one of the more colorful 
chapters of California politics.
Under his administration. 
Brown imposed anti-emission 
laws for automobiles, fought the 
Mediterranean fruit fly invasion, 
and encouraged alternative 
forms of transportation and 
energy.
As a symbol of his frugality, he 
sh u n n ed  the  g o v e rn o r ’s 
limousine in favor of a blue 
Plymouth sedan that was sold 
after Brown left office.
He was praised for his innova­
tion and critized as being “Gov­
ernor Moonbeam,” the epitome
of California lifestyle to the rest 
of the nation.
He ran unsuccessfully for the 
Democratic presidential nomina­
tion in 1980 and the U.S. Senate 
in 1982. He then turned to the 
private sector, taking a job with 
the law firm of Reavis A 
McGrath and traveled extensive­
ly. Last year, he studied Zen 
Buddhism in Japan as well as 
spending three weeks with 
Mother Teresa in India.
Brown recently announced his 
plan to run for the state Demo­
cratic Party chair and is current­
ly writing a book on his political 
experiences.
In a telephone interview from 
Los Angeles, Brown offered his 
thoughts on Zen Buddhism, 
presidential candidates Michael 
Dukakis and George Bush and 
the election process.
Did your cxpcricuccs in Japan 
infittcncc yonr i^ritnaiity?
What was unique about where 
I was was, Kamakura, which is 
an old imperial city in Japan, 
about an hour out of Tokyo. At 
this particular place the teacher, 
the roshi, was an 80-year-old 
layman who was a hospital ad­
ministrator. And he had for his
students a wide variety of peo­
ple. ... It was a very international 
center. What was very im­
pressive about it was the ability 
of people from d ifferen t 
backgrounds to come together 
and study this ancient tradition 
— which is the Zen tradition 
within Buddhism and experience 
the underlying unity that exists 
beneath the different symbolisms 
of East and West. From the 
potential in the political domain, 
the tremendous antagonisms be­
tween the East and West can be 
reduced because of the greater 
awareness due to communica- 
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Letters to the Editor
with five billion other men and 
women. And whatever their race, 
their religion or their political 
ideology, it is our responsibility 
to ensure that all these people 
have access to an adequate food 
supply.
Take the time to enroll in 
World Food Politics or the 
Geography of the Hungry classes 
offered at Cal Poly. This is an 
ideal start to understanding the 
extent of world hunger.
All bike riders 
aren’t at fault
Editor — In response to Robert 
C. Fraser Jr.’s warning to bike 
riders (Oct. 20). Well Bobby, 
sounds like we have another ig­
norant one-sided cause. Sure it’s 
too bad that people do get hit 
now and then, but don’t go blam­
ing it all on us riders. Open your 
eyes sometime and notice how 
many people are strolling down 
the middle of designated bike 
lanes, they look like bowling pins 
to me.
I suggest you, your concerned 
students and your dog should go 
out and make a real dent in 
society, we all know that cars go 
too fast and Highway 101 is not 
the “ Indy 500,’’ use your “ tac­
tic” to solve this problem.
Oh additionally. I’m always on 
campus riding my older black 
and gray mountain bike — go for 
it ... bonehead.
Steve Lessard
What’s it mean 
to be hungry?
Editor — Sunday Oct. 16 was 
World Food Day. It was created 
in 1981 to increase awareness of 
the hungry. More than 400 in­
ternational organizations in more 
than 150 countries observe 
World Food Day.
World hunger is something we 
read about in the newspapers or 
see on the television in all its 
hideous detail whenever a famine 
in some distant third world 
country reaches another low 
point or when some individual or 
organization does something 
heroic to help reduce the sufferi­
ng.
But what does it mean to be 
hungry, to go without food for 
days on end, to live an entire life 
without ever being adequately 
nourished?
The hungry people of the world 
are like each of us. We need to 
understand the emotions behind 
the statistics we see. Most of 
these people that are hungry 
were born into a life of poverty or 
driven to poverty, not by a lack 
of aggressiveness or will, but by 
a lack of choice.
It is the responsibility of each 
of us to be aware, and to take ac­
tion to alleviate the problems of 
the hungry. We share this planet
Kristy White
Club Representative
Cal Poly World Neighbors
Panetta shows 
his ignorance
Editor — Freedom is greatly 
threatened by two things, indif­
ference and ignorance. Recently, 
in a public forum at Cuesta Col­
lege, this question was addressed 
to Rep. Leon Panetta. “ Concern­
ing the federal budget deficit, 
why doesn’t Congress, after tak­
ing an oath of office to uphold 
the U.S. Constitution, follow the 
lOth Amendment to the Con­
stitution which limits the power 
and size of the federal gov­
ernment? The lOth Amendment 
reads ‘The powers not delegated 
to the United States by the Con­
stitution, nor prohibited to it by 
the states, are reserved to the 
states respectively, or to the 
people.’ Some estimates indicate 
that the federal budget could be 
reduced by 50 percent to 75 per­
cent if the federal government 
followed this amendment. Again, 
the question is why doesn’t Con­
gress obey the 10th Amendment, 
which is part of our Bill of 
Rights?”
While answering this question 
Mr. Panetta showed extreme ig­
norance of the Bill of Rights. 
After the lOth Amendment was 
read to him a second time, he 
suggested that this limitation on 
federal government was unnec­
essary because “ we all should be 
involved.” As he expanded his 
theme of universal involvement, 
he showed his ignorance of the 
constitutional theme of checks 
and balances as well as the con­
stitutional theme of limited gov­
ernment. Mr. Panetta is definite­
ly not a constitutionalist. The 
people of the 16th Congressional 
District deserve something bet­
ter than a representative who 
doesn’t take his oath of office 
seriously. Mr. Panetta  is
Pragmatic wave crashes
When you go to vote on Nov. 8, keep in mind the 
concept of realpolitik. The word sounds like politics 
based on reality, and not rhetoric. It means politics 
based on practical, material factors. Also, national 
interests shaped by power politics, and 
distinguished from theoretical, ethical or moralistic 
objectives. Negative campaigning, pansy politics 
and stale rhetoric aren’t good enough. A pragmatic 
new wave crashing on our Fantasy Island.
Reality is tough to swallow when it’s bitter. I 
like to believe we’ve had all our world wars and 
have reached civilization, but I’d also be naive to 
think that nuclear arms reductions are a 
humanitarian crusade. It’s all power, and that’s 
the only thing that matters when nations go to the 
bargaining table. Don’t be fooled by the television.
America’s power is largely derived from other 
nations’ perception of America. It’s more from 
Ronald Reagan than George Bush or Mike 
Dukakis. It’s our space shuttle star treks and Star 
Wars. It’s our great standard of living in debt. We 
also have a nice piece of real estate and lots of 
food. Dan Quayle said we are the envy of the 
world. Yes, and we are also the world’s biggest 
fear. Our power to destroy is unearthly. Like a 
thunderbolt from the gods.
Our unpredictability is why we are dangerous. 
There is a powerful security built into our freedom, 
the main reason we believe no foreign power could 
invade America. We were the original freedom 
fighters. You can’t take over a nation of freedom 
fighters. Who can control Americans?
He who owns controls. Whether you’re a foreign 
investor, or a rich guy like Dan Quayle or Lloyd 
Bentsen, you rule what you own in America. 
Lockheed and General Dynamics rule. If we aren’t 
careful, Mitsubishi and Yamaha will, too. That’s 
how America will be invaded. We’ll leave ourselves 
vulnerable by not paying attention to the rise of 
serious foreign competition.
Too bad. that’s capitalism, and sometimes you 
lose. A domestic realpolitik. Economic survival of
the fittest. It may be the foreign investors that are 
most fit to survive in America, because Americans 
consume their products. We have been importing 
more than exporting, making this free country 
more dependent than independent. The trade defi­
cit may be a political number, since lots of nations 
owe us lots of money, but we’re not being self- 
reliant. That’s un-American.
It may be political and economic entropy we are 
witnessing. Running on empty, stopping at the 
crossroads of Donkey Street and Elephant Avenue, 
choosing which way to search for gas. It’s hard to 
distinguish truths from lies, and there isn’t much 
order or direction in America. We believe what we 
want to believe because it’s a free country, but we 
lose credibility every time our leaders run from 
social, environmental and economic problems. It’s 
not practical for our leaders to cover up these pro­
blems, and then infect us with the idea that 
everything’s OK.
I see the paradox in deficit, prosperity and peace. 
There isn’t peace in South Korea, Nicaragua, 
Burma, South Africa, the miscellaneous middle 
east, or the Philippine Islands. America is power­
ful, and is pausing in peace. But if you look out the 
window, you’ll see it’s a whole new world out there.
definitely not a true repre­
sentative of a freedom loving 
people.
Gary Kunkel
Dedication may 
harm dolphins
Editor — What a tremendous 
event, the official dedication of 
the new Agricultural Sciences 
Building. This gala occasion at­
tracted representatives from the 
school, city and state. There were 
elaborate booths, a big band, 
homing pigeons and balloons.
And balloons ... hundreds of 
them littering the sky, balloons 
that could reach the ocean in two 
hours or less. Balloons that 
dolphins, birds, and other marine 
life would mistake for food. Once 
a dolphin or bird swallows the 
plastic it gets stuck in their 
digestive tract and they can die 
of starvation. The balloons and 
other forms of plastic pollutants 
are responsible for hundreds of 
deaths among marine mammals 
every year.
Who was responsible for this? 
Who could have overshadowed 
such a grand event by death? Is 
personal interest and depart­
mental recognition higher on the 
administrator’s list of priorities 
than the preservation of our 
tender environment? If action 
speaks louder than words, they 
have no need to answer this. I 
am embarrassed to say that I 
belong to the department which 
co-sponsored the dedication —
Ornamental Horticulture. The 
idea of mass polluting for a 
special occasion has got to stop! 
If it cannot stop at an institution 
with a reputation like Cal Poly’s, 
then where? Please, we must 
never let this kind of apathy 
toward our marine life happen 
again.
Douglas Kent 
Ornamental Horticulture 
Erin Kelly 
Food Sciences 
Dave Long 
Marine Biology
Body barricades 
not advisable
Editor — In response to Robert 
Fraser’s letter (Oct. 20): Who is a 
deranged bonehead? Anyone who 
steps off the curb without look­
ing, that’s who! Anyone who 
walks obliviously in the bright- 
green bike lane, that’s who!
I too regret that Dr. Hallman 
was involved in an accident on 
campus. However, this is no 
reason to generalize and call all 
of us bike riders “ reckless.” Your 
hostile attitude will only divide 
the campus into two opposing 
factions, and will do nothing to 
encourage safety. As for your 
proposal to become human bar­
ricades, I would advise against 
it. The front wheel of a bicycle is 
much harder than an angry 
pedestrian.
Asking bikers to slow down is 
fair. In return, I ask that 
pedestrians watch where they are 
going, stop clustering in groups
in traffic areas, and please, stay 
the heck out of the bike lane. You 
wouldn’t be so careless if we were 
in cars instead of on bikes. To 
repeat Robert’s proposal, you 
respect our rights and we’ll 
respect yours.
David Beard 
Civil Engineering
Homosexuals 
should perish
Editor — Every quarter, every 
student pays $19 for their 
associated student fee and do 
you know who gets some of this 
now that the Gay and Lesbian 
Student Union has been coded by 
the Student Senate? Right, the 
GLSU.
This is absolutely sickening.
“ If a man lie also with 
mankind, as he lieth with a 
woman, both of them have com­
mitted an abomination: they
shall surely be put to death; their 
blood shall be upon them.’ 
Leviticus 20:13.
It is my prayer that these 
sodomites will get what they 
deserve from the God of this 
world since it is not yet up to me 
to take His laws into my hands. I 
will also pray an imprecatory 
prayer for those who have voted 
to allow my fees to help such an 
u n c h r i s t ia n ,  d isg u stin g  
organization.
Glorifying God is a Christian’s 
duty.
Jeff Coffman
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tion, technology, transportation, 
and in our growing sense of in­
terdépendance.
In this particular place I was, 
you had both Christians and 
Buddhists practicing together. 
There was an equal respect for 
the different traditions, but there 
was a common effort to pursue 
the spiritual path.
The practices of Zen are com­
parable with the practice of 
Chrisitianity. They’re not in­
comparable. Zen is not necessari­
ly limited to Buddishm - Bud­
dhism is a doctorate and the 
theology is a seperate religion, 
but Zen as a practice is universal.
What inspired you to go to 
Calcutta? Why India?
I’m very impressed with the 
work of Mother Teresa and I 
wanted to see where it ail began, 
which was Calcutta...the real ob­
ject of the practice of Zen is 
compassion and there’s no one 
that better exemplifies compas­
sion than Mother Teresa.
How do you feel in general on 
what Deukmejian has done as 
governor?
Obviously, I believe a lot more 
could be done. Transportation, 
the environment, training people 
for jobs in the future, such as the 
California Conservation Corps.
Do you have full support 
behind Dukakis?
Sure. Of course. He has a real 
chance. Like Harry Truman 
when he beat Dewey. ... I think 
Bush has vulnerabilities. I think 
Dukakis has real underlying 
strengths.
Do you think Bush is using a 
smear  c ampa ign  aga in s t  
Dukakis?
There’s no question about it, 
but there’s nothing to do about 
it. The Republicans run one 
issue. They run crime and they 
somehow try to impugn the 
Democrats as though they’re not 
strong citizens. They somehow 
pretend that Republicans want 
to protect the country m ore... 
Drugs, taxes, crime, communism, 
defense — these issues are 
always recycled over and over 
again. There’s nothing new. The 
Democrats have a wider base, are 
committed to deal more with 
problems than the Republicans. 
... Dukakis says he wants to 
make sure everyone has adequate 
health care, that kids should be 
able to go to college, and the 
commitment on the environment 
— there’s no question about it. 
Bush was in an administration 
that has rolled back the mileage 
standards for cars; he supported 
vetoing the clean water act; he’s 
for offshore drilling in sensitive 
areas; they’ve dragged their feet 
on acid rain, even though they’ve 
been pressured by the Canadians; 
they’re pushing nuclear power 
and weakening the commitment 
of research into solar and other 
alternatives; there’s been almost 
nothing done about mass transit 
and other forms of transporta­
tion. Everywhere you look, you 
see a distinction. The Republican 
strength is the economy looks 
good and seems to feel good. ... 
I’d say that’s giving Bush his 
greatest thrust.
Things like crime — Reagan 
had a furlough person go out and 
commit a murder. So does the 
Republican governor of Texas, 
who had 400 murderers go out on
furlough. Even federal program 
people have been furloughed out 
and committed crimes. What’s 
sad and tragic is, that happens. 
But unless you’re going to ex­
ecute every convicted person, 
some are going to get out. ... 
They serve their sentence and 
then they leave. Some of them 
have to be released earlier 
because there isn’t enough room 
in the prisons ... the number of 
people going to prison has 
doubled. It’s much tougher now, 
and we still have crime, we still 
have drugs. We’ve got a Reagan 
supreme court, a Deukmejian 
supreme court here in California, 
and drugs, crime and gangs are 
still a problem. In addition to the 
law enforcement, you’ve got to 
do something about jobs and 
training and creating an at­
mosphere of hope where there’s 
despair. And that’s going to take 
some government assistance. 
That’s what the Democratic par­
ty stands for. Of course the 
Republicans say that’s gov­
ernment and we don’t like it. 
That basically is the question: do 
you believe that government 
should play a stronger role or 
not?
Do you thiuk Bush is using 
racism as a campaign tactic?
I’m sure if they (the Bush 
campaign) had a picture of 
Charlie Manson coming at you it 
would instill fear. I don’t know if 
the ethnic identity of rapists and 
murderers is particularly that big 
a deal. The Republicans are 
operating on fear. They’re trying 
somehow to associate fear and 
crime and put Dukakis in there 
in an unfavorable light. The 
emptiness of the rhetoric is pro­
ven by the fact that the federal 
government does not have any
laws about rape. It’s not in that 
business — that’s the states who 
do that. And Bush has not ad­
vocated anything on reducing 
crime, other than talking about 
the death penalty for criminally- 
involved narcotics murders. 
Murder is already subject to the 
death penalty in most of the 
states in this nation. ... It’s 
basically part of the campaign 
game, the campaign rhetoric that 
basically clouds the airwaves. 
You have to see through it and 
see what you want.
Has that rhetoric become 
worse in recent years?
No.
So it’s still the same as before?
Maybe it’s more evasive. When 
Nixon ran against my father for 
governor, they talked about cap­
ital punishment, communism on 
the campuses. The Bush people 
are pretty clever. 1 believe the 
honesty, decency, and commit­
ment that Dukakis represents 
will be a very strong factor.
What about political television 
advertising?
Some of it’s pretty crazy. But 1 
think people can see through 
that. The politics are not a lot 
different from the advertising. ... 
Do you remember the commer­
cial for Special K? A very strik­
ing woman in a tight, • white 
bathing suit with the camera 
angle focused on her thigh. Then 
she was in the water, and the 
water was flowing down from her 
legs and they showed her whole 
body in her tight bathing suit. 
Then they switch to a bowl of 
Special K with big red strawber­
ries, with white cream poured 
over them, connecting in to the
woman in the white swimming 
suit. What the hell does that 
have to do with breakfast cereal? 
They’re selling sex, juSt like the 
Repubicans are selling fear. 
That’s part of the advertising. 
The commercial with people on 
the cigarette initiative are selling 
fear of crime.
How do you feel running for 
the state Democratic party chair 
within a fragmented party?
I think it’s a great opportunity 
to pull it all together. The Demo­
cratic party (in California) is the 
most powerful Democratic party 
in the nation. It should serve 
people, it should be more effec­
tive, it should help Democratic 
candidates. The registration fig­
ures have dropped and there’s no 
reason for that. What I’d like to 
see is the Democratic party real­
ly become an organization that 
people want to be a part of, they 
want to support, and they want 
to use to serve their com­
munities. 1 think we can do that.
So you’re the one people will 
rally around?
There doesn’t seem to be any­
one else right now. I’d sure like 
to offer myself to the party and 
give them a chance to try some 
new leadership.
Will people respond to this, as 
opposed to the Deukmejian ad­
ministration?
There’s not a lot the Deukme­
jian administration has done. 
After awhile, people are going to 
find they’re going to want some 
innovation. The Democratic par­
ty as 1 see it offers innovation, 
integrity, and effectiveness. I 
certainly don’t see much innova­
tion going on in the state now.
Calendar [
Wednesday
•F orm er G overnor Jerry  
Brown will speak about the up­
coming presidential election at 
7:30 tonight in Chumash. Ad­
vance tix are S4.7S for students, 
$S.2S for general. Fifty cents 
more at the door.
Thursday
•Sports club day will take 
place in the UU at 11 a.m. today.
•A  Summer Job Search
$2.50 OFF
MEDIUM OR LARGE 
PIZZA
541-3478
2138 Broad St.
p i ^
•Hut
Cod« 10
LEARN TO LOVE!
GREAT RELATIONSHIPS 
JUST DON’T HAPPEN
Central Church of Christ 
3172 Johnson Ave
7-8 p.m . Tonight 
For m ore Inform ation 
C all 543-8653
Workshop will be held at 11 a.m. 
in the Architecture Building, 
room 104.
•A eSU International Pro­
gram representative will hold an 
in fo rm a tio n a l  m eeting  in 
Chumash Auditorum at II a.m. 
Student alumni will be present to 
answer questions. For more in­
formation call extension 1477.
• “ Latin Am erica: Where
Politicians Practice Magic and
Realist Practice Art,” a lecture 
given by UCLA professor Brad­
ford Burns, will take place in UU 
220 at 11 a.m.
•Farmers Market will hold its 
annual“ spooktacular” Halloween 
costume contest. Dress to spook!
•The 5th Annual Halloween 
Fun Run will take place at 4:30 
p.m. More information and 
registration is avaliable in the 
Rec Sports office, UU room 119.
QoCden 
NationaC 
Honor Society
Scholastic 
Achievement & Excellence
The reception for all new members will be 
October 30 in Chumash Auditorium 
at 5:00 pm
A ssem b ly m an  S eas tran d  w ill b rie fly  a d d re ss  the  g ro u p
D C
•London Study Program’s in­
formational meeting for spring 
1989 will be at II a.m. in the Cal 
Poly Theatre.
•Blood drive from 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. in Chumash.
Friday
•The Poly Pals big brother/ 
sister program will be holding a 
Halloween party in Mustang 
Lounge for their volunteers and 
pals from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
•A  Legislative Advocacy 
Workshop will be held at the 
Discovery Inn from 9:30 a.m. to 
noon. It will work on skills to in­
crease orgazational and personal 
participation in public policy 
development. For information 
call I-800-443-1236.
•Alcoholics Anonymous meets 
every Friday from II a.m. to 
noon in the Health Center.
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Former Governor 
Jerry Brown
Insight on the upcoming 
Presidential Election
^Wednesday, October 26, 7:30 P.M. 
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students $4.75 advance
$5.25 at the door
public $5.25 advance 
$5.75 at the door
TIC K ETS  ON SALE NOW 
A T  U.U. BOX OFFICE
Sponsored by A.S.I. Speaker's Forum
A  STARTS THURSDAY 7AM TO 11PM
»  ^ N E  D A Y  O N L Y ! FREE
ADMISSION
T
BUY W ITH 
CONFIDENCE
Copeland'S Sports is an Authorized 
Dealer for all ski equipment sold at the 
sale. YOU can be assured that your 
purchase at this sale will be serviced by 
Copeland’s Sports stores around the 
Central Coast. Experienced salespersons 
from our stores & representatives from 
ski companies will be on hand to insure 
you select the right product for yourself.
SAVE UP TO
®/o
Due to limited dressing room space, we recommend 
women wear leotards. Quantities A sizes limited to 
stock on hand, we reserve the right to refuse sales 
to dealers, visa, Mastercard s approved checks accepted.
t l i e  o v i  \ ■
{ •
THE CENTRAL
LARGEST 
PRE-SEASON 
SKI SALE
WE RE GIVING AWAY
$ 5,000
WORTH OF MERCHANDISE 
CERTIFICATES
TEN DOLLAR CERTIFICATES
TO BE APPLIED TO ANY PURCHASE OVER $50
WILL BE GIVEN TO THE FIRST 
500 PEOPLE THROUGH THE 
DOORS THURSDAYI
Limit one ten dollar merchandMc certifeate per customer per 
purchase Bills are coded and must be used the same day issued, 
only at the MONSTER SKI SALE
THOUSANDS OP SKIS, BOOTS,
ATOMIC
SALOMON
P I
f a n
<&Q)lumbia , ,
TYROLIA ßmokMe A h o n m /¡¥ / G
FAMOUS BRAND NAMES
.íá íR iD G E
ÌkxÙMCA
H g r a n d o e
GORE-TEX
GEZE SKYR
l o o k H
Heierling
y x » t i m s
SOME EXAMPLES
SKI DOORBUSTERS BOOT DOORBUSTERS SKIWEARMFC sue OUR PRICE PR ICI
used Rossignol Rentals 9  A99 With Salomon Bindings....... m 9
Pre 1200S (200 ft 204)__$295
OYhastar Sports 55 '87-88 .$235 09^^
Rossignol 600 '87-88..... $285 119^^
Atomic ARC SLS '86-87 __$385 1 79^^
MFC sue OUR PRtCf PRICI
Used Salomon Rental Boots__29^^
special Croup Boots Priced At .. 49^^  
Special Croup Boots Priced At ..
Nordica 600 M ft L.......... 129^^
Raichle 860 M...............159^^
special Croup Men's ^P^l.99 1/2 Zip Shell Jackets.......
Special Croup Men's ^I.Cb99  ft women's Parkas.........
Special Croup Men's Skyr 85Cft99 Core-tex’ Shell Jackets__m 0
Special Croup Men's ft ^PCft99 women's core-tex^ Pants .. M  ^F
Special Croup 85C999 Men's Stretch Pants.......
SPECIAL CROUP SKIS I1 SPECIAL GROUP BOOTS II ACCESSORIES1987 MFC SUGGESTED PRICE
Elan CTX Ski.................... ^355
Elan exT Ski.................... ^355
Elan SXT Ski.................... ^355
YOURCHOICE
1988 MFC SUGGESTED PRICE
Heierling Laser..................^1G5
Heierling Contessa 1988-89 ..... ^165
Raichle visa M ft L 1988-89 .......^180
YOUR 9^^ 999 CHOICE ^
SU N C L O U D *SunglassesDiscontinued Styles ft W M  V  VColors values To $68.....Special Croup mm wwww Scott, Smith ft Bolle 9 JEMM Ski Goggles................ B
MeiYs Crandoe 9 CB99 Core-tex* Cloves...........  B imFMan’s ft Woman’s a  ^100% cotton 9  599. T-Necks---$20EA. OR ■■ FOR Al9
1 Silvi SAN LUIS OBISPO VETERANS HAU
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Internationalizing Education:
Poly plans for a dynamic future
^ = a io c
Insight
__ 1 ^
1 1  jT Í
The Global Picture:
The world is growing up. The 
United States is no longer the 
**big kid” on the block who ex­
cels at all endeavors he sets out 
on.
Various countries, once con­
sidered less-developed, are slowly 
dethroning the United States 
from its position as ” king of the 
hill.”
In 1970, the United States had 
14 of the top 20 industrial com­
panies ranked by assets. By 
1986, that figure had dropped to 
less than 10, said Cal Poly 
management professor Robert 
Grant.
In I960, Japan’s Gross Na­
tional Product per capita was 
less than one-fourth that of the 
United States. Grant said as of 
last year that has changed. 
Japan now has a GNP slightly 
higher than America’s.
Japanese students at age IS, 
Grant pointed out, are'perform­
ing mathematics at a level two 
years ahead of their American 
counterparts.
These statistics, and a slew of 
others like them, suggest that 
multi-national corporations bas­
ed in the U.S. cannot recruit 
qualified personnel from their 
own country.
A multitude of international 
dealings once under U .S. 
dominance have been taken over 
by foreign companies.
“ The world is shrinking,” said 
Malcolm Wilson, vice president 
of academic affairs, in an inter­
view given summer quarter. 
“ You are the new generation.”
To educate the new generation 
that will be working in the inter­
national job market requires, ac­
cording to Wilson, that education 
become intergrated with the rest 
of the world.
“ We need more specific op­
portunities on campus,” he said. 
“ The world is going to need more 
international specialists, and all 
of us need to be aware of the 
world around us.”
Wilson wants to go beyond the 
token additions of foreign 
language classes by implemen­
ting courses that teach cultural 
and historical views. He wants to 
focus more on aspects of other 
countries, incorporating them in­
to the general education cur- 
riculim.
Internationalizing is not only 
to the United States’ benefit 
from an educational standpoint, 
but from a cultural one as well.
Grant said that, statistically, 
American universities are not 
teaching course work that is any 
easier than is taught abroad. But 
culturally we are not as aware as 
our counterparts, he said.
Many Asian and European 
students travel throughout their 
continents. As a result they learn 
more about their neighboring 
countries.
It is normal for most students 
to speak at least one other 
language fluently, if not three or 
four.
Other cultures have different 
ways of doing things. The 
treatment a manager or boss 
recieves in the workplace in 
California may be considered ap­
propriate to local employees; 
whereas an employee in India 
may see the same treatment of 
that manager as disrespectful.
Just because people’s actions 
and reactions differ from culture 
to culture and are not the way we 
might do it, Wilson said, does
*We need more  
s p e c i f i c  o p p o r *  
tunities on campus. 
The world is going to 
need more interna­
tional specialist, and 
all of us need to be 
aware of the world 
around us.’
not mean it is incorrect.
“ Our ability to communicate 
needs to be tempered, to see 
what lies beyond the obvious,” 
he said. “ What is wrong or right 
depends on your different 
views.”
Wilson would like to see a wide 
range of cultures attending here.
with no one culture dominating.
Cal Poly is a fairly isolated 
campus. “ Cal Poly is
primarily white upper-mddle 
class, he said. “ That needs to 
change.”
A portion of the overall Inter­
national process would seek 
“ controlled introduction of stu­
dents into the campus to provide 
the elements of internationality 
we want.”
Journalism professor Randall 
Murray, who spent time working 
in China in 1987, said exchange 
programs are good.
“ A world perspective is given,” 
he said.
This perspective helps stu­
dents in understanding one 
another and helps to promote 
peace.
Grant, an Englishman who has 
taught in both his homeland and 
Canada, agrees.
“ It is a great idea,” he said. 
“ Sometimes you have got to get 
out and get new ideas and 
perspectives on things. A change 
of environment.”
The Local Effort:
Cal Poly is looking into a 
variety of ways to incorporate 
international awarness into the 
campus and the student body.
One way the university is hop­
ing to facilitate this is through 
the establishment of an on- 
campus international center.
The Academic Senate made a 
proposal last year to have an in­
ternational center whose purpose 
would be to coordinate all infor­
mation regarding international 
exchanges and travel programs.
The Academic Affairs Office 
has set up a new division called 
the Office of International Plan­
ning Program, headed by Jon 
Ericson.
One of the immediate objec­
tives of IPP is to make assess­
ments of what the university is 
doing now, and then offer pro­
posals as to what can be done in 
the future to promote interna­
tional relations.
Ericson sent out a memo to all 
faculty asking where the greatest 
emphasis should be placed 
regarding international activi­
ties.
“ Response was well over 75 
percent,” Ericson said, “ and 
responses are still coming in.”
The areas faculty feel should 
be given the highest priority are 
instructional and student ex­
changes.
“ What is needed,” Ericson 
said, “ is a centrally located place 
where faculty and students can 
come and find out what is avail­
able” in the way of international 
exchanges.
This void in service makes the 
creation of an international 
center a high priority on the 
IPP’s list.
“ I am keenly interested in 
establishing these opportunities 
with the less developed nations, 
particularly with South America, 
Africa and the Pacific Rim coun­
tries.”
“ The Pacific Rim is so broad 
that I believe we’re going to have 
to work in a few key areas like 
China and Korea,” Ericson said. 
“ We are going to have to make 
some déterminent as to what our 
focus is going to be.”
Ericson wants to get all perti­
nent information for faculty and
students in one area, a service 
the center would provide.
Funding for the center is 
something Ericson is still looking 
into.
“ I hope to have a concrete 
proposal by the end of winter
*Most classes are 
taught like there is 
no one else around. 
We are not an island 
under ourselves.*
. . .  —  Mslrele WHwe
quarter, he said.
An avenue of funding may be 
governmental support from the 
different countries involved.
Community involvment is 
another facet Ericson is looking 
into.
“ I’d like to have a community 
group that acts as a support 
group” for visiting foreign stu­
dents, he said.
Ericson would like to do some­
thing similar to the type of work 
done with the Peace Corps. He is 
interested in setting up packages 
of faculty and students to com­
plete a given task for various
countries.
“ I’d like to put together a team 
of students ... to go to one of 
these places and perform a ser­
vice that could be a senior pro­
ject for them, but also be a Peace 
Corps-type project.”
An example he provided was 
sending a group to Kenya where 
a Cal Poly graduate is currently 
heading a group called “ Farming 
Systems of Kenya” .
“ This might be a valuable 
thing for those students to do,” 
Ericson said. “ And be of great 
assistance to the people over 
there.”
Other areas of growth in the 
internationalizing process in­
clude adding more of a world 
perspective to courses taught 
here.
Ericson and Malcolm Wilson 
are encouraging faculty to show 
more world overviews rather 
than just sticking to the nor­
thern hemisphere.
“ Most classes are taught like 
there is no one else around” but 
the United Slates, Wilson said. 
“ We are not an island unto 
ourselves.
“ General education does not 
offer us an international perspec­
tive.”
A major part of getting into an 
international center is bringing 
more foreign students to the 
campus itself.
Ericson has no specific 
numbers of foreign students he 
would like to see incorporated in­
to the campus community. Pres­
ently, there are less than 200 
foreign students at Cal Poly.
More faculty exchanges to 
provide a diversity of instruction 
and experience, for those in other 
countries as well as here, is 
another of the international ex­
periments planned by IPP.
The need to reach out and 
understand different cultures is 
not one limited to Cal Poly. Eric­
son plans to examine other cam­
puses, who have more extensive 
programs, to see if some of their 
techniques could be used.
“ We are going to be looking at 
a lot of universities for ideas,” 
Ericson said.
Some fine examples in the CSU 
system he cited were Chico State 
and Long Beach State.
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TARKENTON
From page 1
& Row. He received his 
bachelor’s in business ad­
ministration from the University 
of Georgia.
Tarkenton draws on his 18 
years in the NFL, personal anec­
dotes, humor and practical ap­
proach to illustrate business ap-
plications to listeners.
After his pro-football career, 
Tarkenton worked as commen­
tator for ABC’s Monday Night 
Football and also co-hosted 
“ That’s Incredible.’’
Tarkenton is a member of the 
college and professional football 
Halls of Fame. In 1973, 1975 and
1976, he led the Minnesota Vik­
ings to the Super Bowl.
Tickets for the dinner and 
presentation will remain on sale 
until 5 p.m. Friday and cost $30 
for the public and $25 for Cal Po­
ly students. They are available at 
local Chambers of Commerce, the 
Cal Poly School of Business of­
fice or by calling Furrer at 549- 
9297.
•  Member of Ihc Amcricitn 
OplomcirK Awieution
•  hyeenre Consulunt Itw 
Cnl Poly Hcitlih Center
•  Spceuli/inf in Conlitet 
lxn%e^
•  All Lxns Types AvaiUbtc. 
Inelutlinf Sleep-In and 
Tinted
•  All Cases Aecepled 
Kegardless of 
Difficulty
•  Seleeiion of the 
Latest Fashion 
Eyewaic
•  Affordable Fees
•  Student Discounts
“Vision 
With Care.”
YimTII like the pcrMinal 
alicntion wc give to your total 
eye health and appearance
You'll appreciate our friendly 
staff, expert guidance in frame 
and contact lens selection, and 
affordable fees
Derek L . Coombs, O.D.
DtKtor of Optometry 
1029 Chorro Street 
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
543-4777
Get an IBM PS/2 
now and save.
September 26 through October 28,1988
IBM  and El Corral Bookstore are offering complete personal computing 
packages at spectacular prices. Stop by El Corral Ccmiputer 
Department for more information.
Tor a limited time onh;
PACKAGE:
PS/2 25 Monochrome 
PS/2 25 Color, Hd Drive 
PS/2 50Z Standard, 13" 
PS/2 50Z Hi Perf, 13" 
PS/2 50Z Hi Perf, 16" 
PS/2 70 Standard, 13" 
PS/2 70 Hi Perf, 16"
LIST PRICE:
$2419.00
$3354.00
$6038.00
$6638.00
$9453.00
$8733.00
$13535.00
SALE PRICE:
$1319.00
$1799.00
$3239.00
$3999.00
$5339.00
$5009.00
$8109.00
YOU SAVE:
$1100.00
$1555.00
$2799.00
$2639.00
$4114.00
$3724.00
$5426.00
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Dukakis campaigns in Bay Area, denounces new Bush ad
PLEASANT HILL, Calif. (AP) 
— Democrat Michael Dukakis on 
Tuesday denounced a new 
Republican campaign commercial 
ridiculing him for riding in an 
Army tank and asserted that 
**we Democrats are for a strong 
defense.”
The Massachusetts governor 
toured friendly territory in the 
San Francisco suburbs in a state 
where he found discouraging 
polls showing GOP rival George 
Bush leading in the presidential 
race.
Dukakis responded by taking 
virtually every opportunity to 
appear on network television, 
while refusing to hold a news 
conference or take questions 
from reporters traveling with 
him.
He was appearing on ABC’s 
“ Nightline” program last night 
for a 90-minute interview with 
Ted Koppel, who was meeting 
him in Denver. Dukakis’ wife and 
children appeared on Phil 
Donahue’s program.
Aides said Dukakis would be 
interviewed by Dan Rather on 
Thursday’s CBS Evening News 
program in a session expected to 
last 14 minutes — extraordinari­
ly long for an evening news 
show.
“ Now they’ve got a tank ad — 
has all kinds of misstatements 
and ou trigh t fa lseh o o d s,”  
Dukakis said Tuesday. “ We 
Democrats are for a strong 
defense.”
The Bush campaign’s tank ad 
uses videotape of Dukakis wear­
ing a helmet and riding in the 
turrent of an M-1 tank at a 
defense contractor’s plant in 
Sterling Heights, Mich., last 
month, and suggests that he is 
weak on defense.
Dukakis said the tank ad is 
part of “ the distortions, the lies 
and the misrepresentations we’ve 
had in this campaign — and 
there have been many.”
His campaign advisers vigor­
ously denied the Bush ad’s con­
tention that Dukakis opposes 
virtually every new weapons 
system.
Campaign manager Susan 
Estrich said Dukakis favors the 
Trident II missile, the advanced 
cruise missile, the Seawolf attack 
submarine, the C-17 transport 
aircraft and the YF-22 A-23A
advanced tactical fighter.
Press secretary Dayton Dun­
can said the ad wrongly claims 
that Dukakis opposes the Stealth 
bomber. He also said the gov­
ernor was wrongly accused of 
o p p o sin g  sev era l m issile  
systems.
On the second day of Dukakis’ 
tour of Northern California, a 
new front-page poll by the Los 
Angeles Times showed him fall­
ing further behind Bush in this 
state whose 47 electoral votes are 
crucial to the D em ocrats’ 
chances of victory on Nov. 8.
The poll showed Bush leading 
Dukakis among likely voters by 
53 percent to 42 percent, with 
only 4 percent undecided. The 
survey of 1,376 people had a 
margin of error or plus or minus
four percentage points.
Dukakis aides said the Times 
poll didn’t match its own survey 
results in California.
Battling the perception that 
California was slipping beyond 
his grasp, the Democratic 
nominee campaigned in the San 
Francisco Bay area.
Dukakis delivered stum p 
speeches laced with populist ap­
peals and denunciations of Bush 
campaign tactics.
Duncan said internal campaign 
polling showed the complaints 
about Bush’s campaign tactics 
were beginning to register among 
voters.
“ Our polling shows by over­
whelming margins people are 
blaming Bush for the negative 
campaign,” Duncan said.
McCarthy sets attack on Wilson
Says Senator’s ‘go-along-to-get- along’ style isn’t wanted
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Democratic Senate hopeful Leo 
McCarthy attacked Pete Wilson 
on Monday, promising leadership 
instead of what he called the 
“ go-along-to-get along” perfor­
mance of the Republican 
incumbent.
“ When it has come time to 
make a difference for Califor­
nians, to put priorities of people 
above those of Pentagon consul­
tants or similar special interest 
groups, Pete Wilson has followed 
the old adage of go along to get
along. That’s not leadership,” 
McCarthy said.
The lieutenant governor spoke 
to the Commonwealth Club.
While proclaiming his own 
competence and portraying 
himself as a populist, McCarthy 
faulted Wilson on a variety of 
issues, ranging from his cam­
paign to what he called the 
senator’s “double-talking” on the 
environment.
McCarthy listed proposals he 
has offered in his campaign.
Those include a $1 billion plan
Three networks promise 
not to project early winner
SEATTLE (AP) — If you’ve 
ever been robbed, says Rep. AI 
Swift, you know how some West 
Coast voters felt in the last two 
presidential elections when TV 
networks declared a winner hours 
before their polls closed.
“ It’s like being robbed — a 
combination of feeling violated 
and helpless.”  said Swift, a 
Washington state Democrat. 
“ You’re angry, but you don’t 
know who to nit.”
For eight years. Swift and 
other Western politicians have 
looked for someone to hit, as 
they try to put a little suspense 
back into election night for their 
constituents.
But their battle against the 
“ time-zone factor” has been 
frustrated by congressional inac­
tion, court challenges and lack of 
firm evidence that election-night 
projections of winners do any 
real harm.
Despite their crusade, election 
coverage on network television 
Nov. 8 promises to differ little 
from 1980 or 1984, analysts say, 
and it may even bring news of 
the winner — George Bush or 
Michael Dukakis — in record 
time.
Projections of presidential 
winners have been made since 
the 1964 Goldwater-Johnson
race. They are based on exit 
polls, in which voters leaving a 
balloting place are asked at ran­
dom how they voted and why. 
Personal information such as age 
and sex also is recorded.
The polls and projections have 
grown steadily in speed and ac­
curacy.
In 1980, when Ronald Reagan 
scored his unexpected landslide 
over President Carter, NBC 
declared Reagan the 'winner at 
5:15 p.m. Pacific time, or 8:15 
pm. on the East Coast.
CBS and ABC quickly followed 
suit, prompting Carter to con­
cede publicly more than an hour 
before California polling booths 
closed at 8 p.m.
The 1980 projections infuriated 
many Western politicans and 
voters. Election observers 
reported seeing prospective 
voters step out of line after lear­
ning of Reagan’s apparent vic­
tory. Democratic leaders in the 
West complained that Carter’s 
early concession hurt their ef­
forts to get voters to the polls in 
close local races.
In 1985, three networks pro­
mised Congress not to pick a 
presidential winner in states 
where polls are open.
Network officials said last 
week they will hold to that.
)M U jfflA N G  V IL L A G E '
FOR PEOPLE W HO CARE ABOUT 
THEIR STUDIES!
Escape from your noisy neighbors in your own quiet,
PRIVATE Studio. Furnished (from $390/mo.) or unfurnished 
(from $340/mo.), these beautiful units offer you microwaves, 
reserved parking, excellent security, and a p>ool. within a 
5-minute walk to  Cal Poly. Call 543-4960 for more inforrr*atlon.
to fight drugs by transferring the 
money out of the Star Wars 
defense program and into educa­
tion and rehabilitation.
He also proposed expanding 
Medicare and raising-fuel effi­
ciency standards to reduce 
energy consumption.
Wilson aide Bob Hudson, 
responding to McCarthy’s charge 
that Wilson has written only one 
“ substantive” bill that has 
become law, said the incumbent 
has sponsored “ some 56 bills and 
42 of those succeeded.”
At last count, 
there were 188 
different colors 
and textures 
of paper at
“One set of 
pictures just 
isn’t enough!”
Get 2 sets
of KODAK Color Prints 
for the price of 1!
Order one set of KODAK Color Prints at the regular price and get a 
second set to share. So hurry! Bring in your film today for quality 
developing and printing by KODAK. And ask for full details.
Offer good through November 2.
El CouoA Bookstore
SP E C IA L  EN D S N E X T  M O N D A Y , O C T . 31
MONTHS ONLY S49Ü'!
LOOK WHAT'S INCLUDED 
AT THIS LOW PRICE:
• 10 DAILY AREOBIC CLASSES
• POWER WALKING CLASSES
• 2 STAIRMASTER MACHINES 
(BURN 200 CALERIES IN 15 MINS.!)
• PERSONAL FITNESS PROGRAM
• COMPLETE WEIGHT ROOM 
. JACUZZI AND SAUNA
. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
C\^a L
Fitness For Women
price does not include $20 new member fee
i
543-3465
University Square 
964 Foothill Blvd.
■" ..... ' — ..........................
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Sports
Ex-spiker enters Poly Hall 
of Fame and Distinction
District Haii of Famers
By Y um i Sera
Staff Writer
Most Mustang fans would not 
recognize the All-American 
athlete who is about to be in­
ducted into Cal Poly’s Hall of 
Fame and Distinction on Nov. 4.
Dressed in a suit, nylons and 
high heels, Sandra K. Aughin- 
baugh looks like the typical of­
fice professional waiting for the 
results of her bar exam.
Aughinbaugh, however, sheds 
her professional uniform to don 
her athletic gear and work out 
with the current Cal Poly 
(Volleyball team at least three 
times a week.
“ 1 usually eat lunch at my 
desk so that at two, I can leave 
and play volleyball," she said.
The A ll-A m erican  said  
volleyball is a good release and 
helps her work better at her job 
with Farmer and Ready Law 
Corporation in San Luis Obispo.
"1 don’t like sitting all day," 
-she said. "When I work out, 1 
.have a tendency to perform bet-
ter. My boss believes it too.”
A ughinbaugh said she’s 
basically a "pretty easy going 
person.”
She is neither tense nor up­
tight, and she really enjoys out­
side activities and sports.
"I played all sports in high 
school,” she said. "I especially 
like team sports.
I’m not really into individual 
endurance sports, because my 
muscles and body are more in 
tune to quick movement.”
Aughinbaugh has worked hard 
to balance her dedication to 
education and sports, she said. 
When she started playing for the 
national volleyball team in 1984, 
she was still in school.
"1 transferred to U.C. San 
Diego, played volleyball and 
went to law school. It was 
crazy,” she said. "I practiced in 
the afternoon and took classes at 
night.”
She continued her volleyball 
career at a professional level, 
playing with a New York team, 
and still managed to finish law
GET ONE NOW 
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school, she said.
"I was not the typical law stu­
dent. 1 would go to school all 
week, but on Friday, I would 
leave for New York to play 
volleyball over the weekend,” 
Aughinbaugh said. "I did a lot of 
traveling.”
Aughinbaugh’s New York 
team allowed her to practice on 
her own during the week and flew 
her out on weekends to play 
matches.
"Law school was a full time 
job. There was always something 
to keep me busy, but I’ve always 
been the type of person that has 
needed something else,” she said. 
"I cannot channel everything in­
to one category.”
Aughinbaugh played volleyball 
for Cal Poly from 1980 to 1983. 
She was discovered in her 
physical education class by coach 
Mike Wilton her freshman year.
"Actually, when I first came to 
Poly, 1 was just going to be a 
regular student and give up 
sports a little bit,” she said. 
"But once 1 started playing and 
working hard, there was no way I 
would give it up.”
Aughinbaugh did more than 
just "not give up,” she became 
one of the best hitters in Cal Po­
ly’s history and one of the most 
feared left-side hitters in the 
country.
T w o-tim e A ll-A m erican  
Aughinbaugh was honored as the 
U n ited  S ta te s  V o lley b a ll 
Association national tourna­
ment’s Most Valuable Player in 
1983.
According to a press release, in 
1982, the People’s Republic of 
China Women’s Junior National 
Team players labeled Aughin­
baugh as the toughest player 
they faced during their unbeaten 
11-match U.S. tour.
Challenge and competition are 
what kept Aughinbaugh going in 
her climb to athletic stardom, 
she said.
“ There was always the 
challenge to see how good 1 could 
really be,” she said. "And, the 
level of competition that I’ve 
been able to reach is real addic­
tive — when I’m not competing, 
I miss it a lot.”
Aughinbaugh is looking into 
the possibility of playing on a 
team somewhere on the west 
ooast, she said.
San Luis Obispo, however, is 
the place where she wants to set­
tle down and work.
Sand Aughinbaugh Bobby Baathard
Howie O ’Danlals Alex “ Boom Boom ’* Bravo
Vernon “ Pinky” Bebemea
Reservations for the Cal Poly Hall of Fame and Distinction ceremo­
ny at the Embassy Suites Hotel are still available.
The ceremony is scheduled for Friday Nov. 4, and will start at 6 p.m. 
with a reception in the San Luis Obispo Ballroom. The banquet and 
induction will follow at 7 p.m. Cost of the "black tie optional” is event 
$32.50.
Inductees are Sandy Auginbaugh (see story at left), Bobby Beathard, 
football 1956-58, currently general manager of the Super Bowl cham­
pion Washington Redskins. Lives in Vienna, Va.
Vernon "Pinky” Berbernes, all-conference football and baseball 
player at Cal Poly from 1946-49. Presently retired and living in Santa 
Maria, Ca.
Alex "Boom-Boom” Bravo, All-American running back from 1950-53 
on Cal Poly’s football team. Presently living in Manhattan Beach. Ca.
Thornton Lee, baseball player in 1926 at Cal Poly and Major League 
palyer for 13 years. Retired and now lives in Tucson, Arizona.
Howie O’Daniels, coached football, basketball and track and teacher 
at Cal Poly from 1933-71.
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Sport Clubs UCLA quarterback keeps an eye on NFL
show wares
By Lisa Parsons
staff Writer
Sports enthusiasts searching 
for a new game or someone who 
shares their interest in a favorite 
sport may find what they are 
looking for at “ Sports Club Day” 
in the University Union Thurs­
day from 10 a.m. to I p.m.
The Sports Club Council is 
sponsoring the event in an at­
tempt to gain more recognition 
for sports clubs on campus, said 
Laurie Heckathorn, sports club 
coordinator. She said she would 
like the clubs to be “ more orga­
nized and cohesive as a group.”
Trina Clayton, secretary for 
the Sports Club Council, said the 
event is important so “ people 
can sec what we’re about. We 
want them to say, ‘Oh hey, we 
have this kind of club.’ ”
She said there are a lot of 
sports that people don’t even 
know are clubs, such as rugby, 
bowling and lacrosse. Each club 
will give a presentation and “ this 
year,”  said Clayton, “ Wells 
Sportswear Outlet is sponsoring 
a cash prize of $100 for the club 
with the best presentation.”
The clubs are not financially 
supported by Cal Poly, Clayton 
said “ We hope the school will 
eventually pay for things like 
road trips. Right now, we do it all 
on our own.”
The Sports Club Council con­
sists of representatives from 
about 25 clubs on campus. Its 
goal is to “ unite the clubs in 
order to get more power,” said 
Clayton. “ We want to get higher 
priority for our sports. It’s hard 
to get room to practice,” she 
said.
The new recreation center 
should alleviate some of these 
problems. Clayton said she be­
lieves the recreation center is be­
ing built for the clubs and that 
they should have priority use 
over athletics.
“ Sports Club Days” have been 
attempted in the past without 
much success, said Clayton, 
“ One time we got rained out.” 
This year, however, the council is 
trying very hard to get all the 
clubs to participate for a highly 
successful event, she added.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Troy 
Aikman knows his services will 
be in demand in 1989. So while 
he goes about trying to lead 
UCLA to a national champion­
ship, he keeps on eye on goings- 
on in the National Football 
League.
“ Right now, it’s too early for 
me to worry about it, but some­
times I wonder where I’m going 
to be next year,” the senior 
quarterback said. “ There are a 
few teams I’m pulling for to win 
and a few teams I’m pulling for 
to lose.” >
Aikman would only smile and 
shake his head when asked who 
those teams were, but he did say, 
“ I don’t like the cold.”
That would seem to mean he is 
cheering for teams like Kansas
City, Pittsburgh, Atlanta and 
Detroit and Green Bay to win 
and prefer a club like the San 
Diego Chargers, for example, to 
go 0 for the rest of 1988.
A 6-foot-3-and-a-half, 217- 
pounder, Aikman figures to be 
one of the top, if not the top 
choice in next spring’s NFL 
draft.
If the Chargers continue to 
lose, they would have the No. 1 
pick and quite likely Aikman 
would be the man they would 
want.
Aikman, a second-team All- 
American last year, ranks second 
in the country in passing effi­
ciency, having completed 125 of 
188 passes for 1,708 yards and 
19 touchdowns with only five in­
terceptions.
His efforts have helped the 
top-ranked Bruins to a 7-0 
record, their best start in 22 
years. A win over Washington 
State Saturday would make 
UCLA 8-0 for the first time since 
1954.
Aikman and the Bruins played 
their first game as the country’s 
top-ranked team last Saturday 
and overpowered Arizona 24-3 at 
Tucson. Aikman led the way, 
completing 20 of 29 passes for 
283 yards and three touchdowns.
“ I thought Troy Aikman was 
outstanding,” said UCLA coach 
Terry D onahue, who has 
repeated time after time this 
year that the success of the 
Bruins’ offense is due to its 
quarterback.
Aikman said being No. I was 
no big deal as far as playing the
games are concerned, but it was 
clear he likes life at the top.
“ It’s the same as it’s been all 
year,” he said. “ I don’t think it 
(being No. 1) changed the way we 
prepared for the game.
“ You have to approach every 
game the same. We all realize 
we’re not a good enough team to 
just line up and go out and beat 
people, so being ranked No. 1 
hasn’t changed anything.”
The Bruins have four games 
remaining. They complete their 
regular-season schedule Nov. 19 
when they face crosstown rival 
Southern Cal in a game which 
might determine the national 
championship. The Trojans are 
6-0 and ranked third.
Aikman said it was easy to not 
look ahead to the Bruins’ game 
against the Trojans.
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Ice cream holdup suspect 
may be ‘underwear’ thief
ROWLAND HEIGHTS, Calif. (AP) — The man arrested for 
an ice cream parlor robbery is believed to be the “ Underwear 
Bandit” responsible for up to 47 holdups, often taking the 
underwear of female employees as well as cash, authorities said 
Monday.
Bruce Lyons, 33, of the Riverside County town of Moreno 
Valley, captured after a high-speed freeway chase and crash, was 
held for investigation of the robbery of a Baskin Robbins ice 
cream store, said Capt. Thomas Vetter of the Los Angeles 
County Sheriff’s Department.
Bail, set at $11,000 after the Sunday night arrest, was raised to 
$100,000 after detectives found 10 women’s panties in Lyons’ car 
and determined he resembled the robber described by earlier 
holdup victims and a surveillance camera photo, Vetter said.
Lyons was arrested about 9:30 p.m. Sunday by sheriff’s depu­
ties responding to a robbery report from the ice cream store in 
this community 20 miles southeast of downtown Los Angeles, 
said Deputy Chris Wahla, a department spokesman.
The bandit, sought in at least 47 robberies in a four-county 
region, preys on small businesses, taking money at gunpoint and 
often forcing women workers to undress, take off their underwear 
and perform sex acts on him, Vetter said.
The ice cream parlor robber didn’t take underwear from 
workers, Vetter said.
In Lyons’ car, in addition to the women’s underwear, deputies 
found a realistic replica of a .4S-caliber automatic pistol and a 
Baskin Robbins money bag with about $300 cash, Vetter said.
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Study: medical gloves often leak; 
causes fear about AIDS exposure
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Gloves used in hospitals are pro­
ne to leakage, leaving doctors 
and health care workers vulner­
able to contact with AIDS, 
hepatitis B and other viruses, 
according to three studies 
released Tuesday.
“ Blood is able to penetrate 
through many of the vinyl and 
latex gloves provided to doctors 
and n u rse s  w ork ing  in 
hospitals,” said a summary of a 
study conducted by infection 
control nurse Jane DeGroot- 
Kosolcharoen and colleagues at 
Middleton Memorial Veterans 
Hospital in Madison, Wise.
She said recommendations for 
health care workers to wear 
gloves to protect themselves 
from AIDS and other viruses 
spurred a nationwide glove 
shortage, and that “ manufactur­
ers have had difficulty supplying 
enough gloves without com­
promising quality.”
The three studies found wide 
variations in leakage rates by 
various brands of latex and vinyl 
gloves, but tended to show 
sterile surgical gloves less leak- 
prone that non sterile examina­
tion gloves, and latex less leak- 
prone than vinyl.
For some brands, more than 
half of tested gloves leaked.
However, a fourth study found 
that while blood and other body 
fluids of AIDS patients gets on 
the skin of health care workers 
“ far too frequently,” the chance
of one such exposure infecting a 
person with AIDS is no more 
than 1.1 in 1,(XX), said Barbara 
Fahey, of the National Institutes 
of Health.
Her study of 770 employees at 
the NIH Clinical Center in 
Bethesda, Md., found none were 
infected by AIDS even though 
one-quarter of them had gotten 
blood, sputum or other body 
fluids from AIDS patients on 
their skin.
N evertheless, Fahey and 
others said health care workers 
should check gloves for holes be­
fore using them, then wash their 
hands after removing gloves.
The findings were presented 
during the 28th Interscience 
Conference on Antimicrobial 
Agents and Chemotherapy, 
where several AIDS and infec­
tious disease experts cautioned 
against unwarranted panic by 
health care workers.
“ Gloves have been leaking for 
years, we’ve been wearing them 
and we haven’t found a lot of in­
fections in hospital employees,” 
DeGroot-Kosolcharoen said.
She performed water-leak tests 
on 2,400 gloves from 24 brands 
of gloves. In a second test, the 
gloves were donned by resear­
chers and dipped in blood 
d o n a te d  by D eG ro o t- 
Kosolcharoen and her colleagues.
Average leak rates for water 
and blood, respectively, were 1.1 
percent and 1.1 percent for 
sterile latex, 9 percent and 9.5
percent for sterile vinyl, 14 per­
cent and 9 percent for nonsterile 
latex, and —- most leaky — 17.7 
percent and 10.3 percent for 
nonsterile vinyl.
However, of the 24 brands, on­
ly four didn’t leak at all, and all 
were sterile latex gloves. Up to 
52 percent of gloves in some 
b ra n d s  leak ed  D eG ro o t- 
Kosolcharoen said.
“ Better quality control stan­
dards for glove manufacturers 
are needed,” she concluded.
In a study at the University of 
Massachusetts Medical Center, 
infection control research direc­
tor Helen Rosen Kotilainen 
tested 1,200 vinyl and 1,750 
latex nonsterile examination 
gloves from seven brands each 
by filling them with a set volume 
of water.
Failure rates for various 
brands ranged from 4 percent to 
28 percent for vinyl gloves and 
from 0 percent to 6 percent for 
latex gloves.
She then tested which gloves 
allowed passage of herpes 
simplex virus, which is similar in 
size to the AIDS virus. None of 
the latex gloves and up to 2.6 
percent of the vinyl gloves let the 
virus leak.
“ We conclude that the much 
higher failure rate of vinyl gloves 
when compared with latex gloves 
should prompt regulatory agen­
cies and manufacturers to stan­
dardize quality control testing,” 
Kotilainen said.
AIDS episode on new TV show protested
‘Midnight Caller’ 
gets court order 
to block opposers
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Producers of the new television 
show “ Midnight Caller” have 
obtained a court order to restrict 
protesters who claim that one of 
the show’s later episodes unfairly 
depicts a person with AIDS.
Protesters, who also say the 
show could incite violence 
against AIDS victims, disrupted 
the filming of the series last
week.
A temporary restraining order 
issued Monday by the San Fran­
cisco Superior Court bars 
demonstrators from getting 
within 100 feet of the set or mak­
ing noise during filming.
A spokesman for Lorimar Pro­
d u c tio n s  sa id  the o rd e r 
“ established guidelines for a 
peaceful demonstration.”
“ But an official for the San 
Francisco AIDS Foundation said 
protests will continue.
The show has been filming in 
San Francisco for several weeks. 
It features a detective who 
becomes a radio talk show host.
The controversial episode con­
cerns a bisexual man with AIDS 
who continues to have unsafe sex 
until a former lover kills him.
“ We are outraged that they 
would try to exploit this tragedy 
to get a new show off the 
ground,” said Rene Durazzo of 
the AIDS group.
The producers said they al­
ready have made plot changes to 
show they do not condone the 
murder.
At first, the hero helped the 
lover escape. But in the revised 
version, she is arrested.
Protesters want the murder 
deleted from the plot.
Resistant bacteria predated to antibiotics
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
Frozen corpses of two seamen 
who died during a doomed Arctic 
expedition in 1848 contain 
bacteria that show unexpected 
re s is ta n c e  to  a n t ib io t ic s  
developed more than 120 years 
later, scientists say.
Because there is evidence that 
lead poisoning killed the men, the 
researchers speculate that heavy 
metal pollutants, not just 
overuse of antibiotics, may play 
a role in creating disease germs 
that survive drugs.
The proliferation of antibiotic- 
resistant bacteria has become a 
major problem, especially in
Third World nations where the 
drugs are used indiscriminately, 
killing vulnerable bacteria and 
allowing resistant bacteria to 
reproduce.
But medical microbiologist Dr. 
Kinga Kowalewska-Grochowska 
said the study she conducted 
with colleagues at the University 
of Alberta in Edmonton has 
prompted her to speculate en­
vironmental pollution may spur 
development of some antibiotic- 
resistant germs.
The bacteria came from the 
bodies of William Braine and 
John Hartnell, two of the 129 
men who died in the Canadian
Arctic during Sir John Franklin’s 
doomed 1845-1848 search for a 
Northwest Passage connecting 
the Atlantic and Pacific.
In 1986, the well-preserved 
bodies were among three retriev­
ed from graves in the permafrost 
on Beechy Island, west of Baffin 
Bay in Canada’s Northwest Ter­
rito ries , by C anadian  a n ­
thropologist Owen Beattie.
The surprising discovery may 
spur revision of the theory that 
the proliferation qf bacteria that 
survive antibiotics is solely 
caused by widespread use and 
abuse of antibiotics that kill vul­
nerable germs, she said.
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Reagan gives veterans seat at Cabinet table
1
Legislation gives 
no extra funding 
or compensation
WASHINGTON (AP) — Say­
ing America’s debt to military 
men and women doesn’t end "the 
day the uniform comes off,’’ 
President Reagan signed legisla­
tion Tuesday giving veterans a 
Cabinet-level voice for the first 
time.
" I ’m saying to all our veterans 
what I say to new Cabinet 
members: Welcome aboard!’’’
said Reagan, the self-proclaimed 
enemy of an expanding federal 
government, who once suggested 
abolishing the departments of 
Education and Energy.
Sitting under a sparkling 
autumnal sun in front of a col­
umned building of the National 
War College at Fort McNair, the 
president signed into law the bill 
creating the Department of 
Veterans Affairs, effective March 
15.
Spokesmen for veterans 
organizations applauded the 
elevation of veterans issues in 
the councils of government, but 
noted that the legislation offers 
no increases in compensation or 
improvements in health care.
Cooper T. Holt, executive 
director of the Washington office 
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
said he recalled the day — last 
Nov. 10 — that Reagan signaled 
he had accepted Cabinet-level 
status for veterans.
“ There were several of us over 
there at the White House, and we 
came prepared to make a case,’’ 
Holt recalled in a telephone in­
terview.
"But when he came in. he ap­
parently had decided against 
some of his advisers, and he said 
he wanted to doit.’’
Supporters of the legislation 
had argued that the Veterans 
Administration already has the 
fifth-largest budget among fed­
eral agencies and merits being 
put on par with other Cabinet 
departments.
There are some 27 million
veterans and 49 million depen­
dents or survivors, although only 
about 2.S to 3 million of them re­
ly on Veterans Administration 
services on a regular basis.
The agency has a $30 billion 
budget, and it will disburse $14 
billion in income maintenance 
and $626 million for education 
and rehabilitation assistance this 
year.
Reagan said the bill gives 
veterans “ what they have 
deserved so long — a seat at the 
table of our national affairs.’’
Flanked by leaders of congres­
sional committees on military af­
fairs, and accompanied by 
Defense Secretary Frank C. 
Carlucci and Adm. William 
Crowe, chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, he said: " I ’ve 
said before that America’s debt 
to those who would fight for her 
defense doesn’t end the day the 
uniform comes off.
"For the security of our nation, 
it must not end."
The House and Senate, paying 
election-year homage to veterans, 
had both given overwhelming 
approval to the bill.
Among other things, it will 
place a secretary of veterans af­
fairs on the Cabinet, create the 
position of deputy secretary and 
as many as a half-dozen assistant 
secretaries.
"1 don’t expect that it is going 
to produce any miracles," said 
H.F. “ Sparky" Gierke, national 
commander of the American 
Legion.
" It’s not going to be an over­
night change."
Gierke said that despite the 
creation of a larger agency, with 
another layer of high-ranking 
assistants, the measure would 
not consign veterans problems to 
a mammoth bureaucracy.
"We hope it will run more effi­
ciently," he said.
Mary Stout, president of the 
Vietnam Veterans of America 
and a Vietnam veteran, said she 
hoped any additional clout en­
joyed by^a secretary of veterans 
affairs would help those seeking 
compensation from the gov­
ernment for illnesses they say are 
connected to the spraying of the 
chemical defoliant Agent Orange 
in Vietnam.
Baby buggy 
needed for 
‘3 Sisters’
Start dusting through the 
cobwebs in the garage or attic for 
a Victorian baby carriage, 
because the Cal Poly theatre and 
dance department needs one for 
an upcoming production.
A wicker Victorian baby car­
riage is needed, said Russell 
Whaley, set designer for “ The 
Three Sisters," the department’s 
first play of the season.
Whaley said the carriage will 
be needed by Nov. 7 through 
Nov. 21, while the play is in 
rehearsal and production.
Actual performance dates are 
Nov. 17 to 21.
Anyone who has such a car­
riage, or knows where one can be 
found, should call Whaley at 
756-6561, or leave a message 
with the department secretary at 
756-1465.
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Tickela $2S • inc. dtnnef 
D O N T  MISS m i Buy your tickets 
In the Bus Bldg loboy or by 
caWng Dave at 549-9297.
**SAM**
G U E S T SPEAKER AL CARRASCO OF 
ARTHUR YOUN Q.TOPIC  WTERVIEWING 
& RESUME W RITM G HALLOW EEN PARTY
P E TA L S  FOR FRIDAY'S BASH ALL 
MAJORS W ELCOM E! TH UR S 11AM AO 
ENG 123
A TTE N TIO N :
ALL CAMPUS CLUSS AND GREEK 
ORGANIZATIONS-
THE MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS IS 
NO LONGER OFFERING THE OPTION OF 
BILLING AS A FORM OF PAYMENT FOR 
AOS. PURCHASE ORDERS, CHECKS 
OR UNIVERSITY CASHIER RECEIPTS 
UPFRONT WILL BE THE ONLY ACCEPT­
ABLE FORMS OF PAYMENT.
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.
ASI Films Preseiits;
BICYCLE R O ER S! 
upgradmg^gettmg nd at b*e 
stuff» t ¥ k P  M EfTtt 
Come bargain wiother nders 
WED 10/2« TP D EXTER 227 
Whaelmer Cyckng Club
DRESS FOR THE OCCASIO N DANCE
It's Ih « comma Sal al 0pm m 
Muatartg Lounge
GOLDEN KEY M TG TO N IG H T 10/26 m 6pm 
UU216 Guest speaker on Qraduale 
school DonT iwaa oui* Be there* ______
I.T.S. MEETING
TH UR S 10/27, 11 GO M G R C  RM 104 
Q U E S T SPEAKER FROM APPLEI 
UV YOUR TIC K E TS  FOR HALLO W EEN  ON
TIGERS FOLLEY
O C T  29, 9-MHONIOHT. O.J., DANCM G 
FOOD, ft FUN. MEMBERS 95. NON 97
JACK DR/VSON-HEAT EXCHANGERS 
SPONSORED BY AC&R CLUB 
wed 10/26 bldg 12 rm 101 6 30PM
SCE
M EETINQ -W ED .OCT 26.1300 7 30pm 
EIT Manuals for Sale, g u ^  
speaker. Helms Plant Tour signupsbe- 
tweenadsboldrxKmalcenter Oct 27,1988 
MEP Bldg 40 7 00pm
SKI CLUB MEETING
W EDS O C T  26 800 
Fisher SciefKe 286 
Halloween Parly info 
Wmterpark deadimes and more 
DonT miss ill
Society of JourrwNsts unite! 
SDX Initiation Party this Fn 
Oct. 28 at 2pm In GA303 
Free grub and dnnk.come en|oy
Wb're Kickin Glass A Havin A Blast!
m JE R  SKI CLUB
Meetirw tonight W M  7:30 Ag BLD10 
Room 220 Tournament this weekend 
Trip next All levels welcome.
BEETLEJUICE
This Fri ft Sat., 7 ft 9:30 
Chumash Aud. 91.75
AUTOGRAPH 
SIG N N Q  AT EL CORRAL 
LOCAL AUTHOR PHYLLIS DAMIES 
W LL VISIT THE BOO KSTO RE ON 
NOV 2 AT 3PM-HER NEW BOOK 
TITLED  GRIEF- W LL  BE A R L A B L E  
FOR PURCHASE ft AUTOQRAPM NQ
BBQ-HOTDOGS
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES ft EO 
S TU D EN T C O U N O L 
Thursday.November 3rd 
U U Plaza
ELECTION ’88
FORMER GOVNR JERR Y BROWN'S 
N SIG H T TODAY. W ED O C T  26 7 30PM 
CHUMASH Tickets at UU bos office
HAlRCUTS-97 00 STYLE CUTS-98 00 
THE HAIR DEN 779 Foolh4l 
543-1290 543-7871
Lite up your HaNoween' 
BlackMes.Strobe Lites, Fhcker 
Butoa.Lava Lampa. QemMas.
Cokx BuB)s.and more* Arailable 
now at The Sub. 785 Marsh 5413735
LONDON STU D Y 
»«FORM ATION AL 
MESTINO
O C T 27 TN UR S TH EATR E 11 OOam.
Mustang Daily 
Classifieds
HAS A CON VEN IEN T DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U U »«F O  DESK 
THE ADS W LL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
W OW  CO UN SELO R S 
D O N T  BE TRICKED 
TR EAT YOURSELF TO  THE 
FACAITATOR W ORKSHOP 
SAT O C T  29 3-5 CHUM ASH AUD BOO*
SUNGLASSES! and an outstandmg deal! 
Ray-Ban. OakiM, Vuamel. Sundoud, 
Revo's. Bucd. Gargoylee. Frogskma. 
Maui-Jims. Hob«e. and Ski Ophcs 
Cheap to start with plus 10% off 
the top with a Cal Poly D  Super 
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T - 
shids too The Sea Bam Avila Beach
TIRED O F A DULL DAR.Y
WHI.why not write it yourself^ 
The Daily is looking for string­
ers to supplement its small 
staff Pleas leave resumes and 
writir>g samples In Managing 
Editor s mailbox at the Daily 
office GA226
Ve Vent Your BloodI 
Halloween Blood Drive 
Oct 27 m Chumash 9-2 
Sponsored by the 
Student Health Advisory Council
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY C E N TER  
24-HR LIFELWE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TE S T  
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE "
ANN-Wb apprectale you.
Love.BIg MeMe ft Carli
Jenell-Forgive me lor the add I
eaced. for it was not Intended to Ing tears to your face I'm realty bummed It made you blue 
and orriy wish I could start a new. 
I hope that you can smile again ft 
maybe even call me friend. Dave
AEPi
L ITTL E  SISTER  RUSH 
TueslO/25 Dinner with Bros and 
little sis's 630 at house 
W M  10/26 Wine and cheese mixer 
at the house 730 
Sat 10/29 Invite only Halloween 
bash 800pm at house 
For more mlo or a ride can 
541-9748 or 541-8216
AOM
WE RE HUNGRY WE RE W klTM Q 
LOVE THE MU CLASS
A TTE N TIO N :
ALL CAMPUS CLUBS AND GREEK 
OftGANIZATIONS-
THE MUSTANG GAILY CLASSIFIEDS IS 
NO LONGER OFFERING THE OPTION OF 
BILLING AS A FORM OF PAVMtNT FOR 
AOS PURCHASE ORDERS. CHECKS 
OR UNIVERSITY CASHtER RECEIPTS 
UPFRONT WILL BE THE ONLY ACCEPT­
ABLE FORMS OF PAYMENT.
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.
DARDN.DARDN-Ybu're RED H O T! 
a lucky Big Sis you have got* 
Dardn..Dardn-ReM the d u e s .. 
Vbul see rtre Fnday w/Ihe brews' 
Get exolM.Sigma'!' Love...YBS
C Y N O Y L E C
Ytaur Bag sMtar loves you I cani 
waK tor Fnday ntgM
G E T EXCITEO»
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY 
ASH LEY KUNZ 
YOUR APLPHA PHI FAM LY
LOVES YO U'
The G R EATES T Heart Sis's ever 
Tracey Jamie EHen Kns Cmdi 
You've made pledging speoal'l 
Luv to all Sigma Kappa 
Nancy
T O  MY LAMBDA CHI BIO BRO 
YO U'R E AWESOME 
THANKS FOR THE TO TALLY RAD 
THPIOS Y O U V E  DONE IM  FULLY 
STO K ED  AND EXCITED! P S THE 
P!ER WAS AWESOME TO O ! YOUR 
LITTLE BRO TO B Y
To the EX coaches of AOII 
Wb re ready for that derby )ob 
r>ext week Wb are with you all 
the way'!
Entertainment
Games People Play 
Role Playing and Board Games 
1060 Broad St SLO  546-8447 
Open Qamming-FREE-Sat. arxl Sun.
Bring him to his knees with a 
Strip-tease! Catalina 772-5809
FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYP18T-SENIOR 
P R O JECTS. E TC . 541-0168 CHRIS
PAPER CHASE W ORD PROCESSING 
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692
EXPERIENCE TH E W ORLD AS A T R F  
LEADER. ASI TRAVEL C E N TE R  IS 
C UR R EN TLY W TER VIEW tfQ. APPLY 
AT ASI B U S » « S S  O FFICE
Ree Sports Is now hiring tor a
FHnaas ft Laiaura Claes
CooriNnator 
apply In UU today.
BENCH S E T  W ITH 150LBS O F W EIG H T 
ALSO. 30W ATT G H E T T O  B LASTER  W ITH 
DUAL C A S S E TTE  DECK 9100 AND 945 
R ESP ECTFU LLY DANNY 541 6329
HP 41CX with MATH/STAT PAC. 
9185X>B0 Can 544-2740.
PEACHFACE LOVEBIRDS-925 CALL 
KYLE 541-2737 or C O LEEN  544-2637
Swing arm lamps were 99.99 
NOW  94 99 m grey.blue.almond 
El Corral Bookstore
TO YO TA  CELICA 1977 
FOR SALE 91300.RUNS G R EAT 
C A U  773-2404 M UST SELL*
1967CanlunonAccordo-21 InroM 
RaongBWe Shimanoa«Pump. 
computar. uBegRAPMalsftctK>s9325 
544-7796 Vattatramer 9S5
1965 VW BUG 9800 595-7136
74 CHEV NOVA GREAT TRANSPORTATION 
6 C Y L.A U TO .S TE E O  950. 549-8161 BEN
M/RMATE NEEDED to share Rm in 
PART Fum 3 Bdrm House 235/mo 
Aval 11-1 544-2001/541-3776 eves
Need M RMMT to share 9200/mo 
near Poly 546-8102 Keith/Rick
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12 
MON TH  LEASE 543-1452
Rural SLO  small 4 Bdrm 2Bth 9800 
/mo ft sec opportunity to farm 20 
acres (200/mo or sharecropivegies 
or other 543 9253 544-7588
AAA'BEST PRICED CO N D O S ft HOM ES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AMMLABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 
MARG UERITE C E N TU R Y  21 941-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR C O N D O ^ 
tor a FREE LIST of all the least 
expensive houses ft condos tor 
sale In SLO, C A LL  S TE V E  NELSON 
943-ft370 and leave message.
FARRELL SM YTH »«C .
TUESDAY, O C TO B E R  25.1988
Business
Directory
See Ribtine's mouth watering sav-ings m 
Oct .13th Coupon Edition 
M USTANG D A L Y  CO UPO N S
SLO C ITY  SURF N SKATE 
Gotcha instinct Bodyglove Vans...
M USTANG D A LY  COUPONS!
BIK S P O T SCR EEN  PR»4T»4Q 543-7991
T-Shirts For Clubs/Special Events
M ASSAGE THER APY certifiM.license 
Reasonable Jeff Miller 528-1831
P E TE 'S  M ASTER  LOCKSM TTHS 
Kays. Locks. Safes 543-7045
L O S  O S O S  P E T HOSPITAL
Richard O  Knighlon.OVM 528-4111
RESUM ES,QRAPM ICS,LASER PRBITS 
DreamScape Does IT' 541-6234
BOB'S TV  543-2948 FR EE EST.
S State TV.VCR.STEREO  exp 11 /9/86
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSPfQ 91 50 
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
C O N SH A'S  O FFICE SUPPLY 
Typing $1.50 per page 773-5851
DOCUQRAPHICS: Wbrd Processing
Fast Service-Student Rates 
937-6992/Santa Mana-7days/wk
NELSON O FFICE EQUIP. 543-7347
SALES-RENTALS SERVICE-RIBBONS
RftR W ORD PROCESSWIG 544-2591
(Ronai Servirá Cal Poly for I4yrs 
LASER PRIN"! ER/studt rates/by appt
RO BM  T O  THE RESCUEI 543-1668
Typmg/WPf Our Name Says it All!
SR .P R O JEC TS  ft M ASTER S TH E S E S
Linda Black 544-1305 983 Osos.Slo.
W O RD  P R O C E S S tM  C A L L  4S1-S7S8 
On Campus Pickup ft Delivery
W O R O P R O C E S S M O -M S T-R E A S O N A B L E
PAPERS/PROJECTS 528-7078 7 DAYS
%
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Whale rescue now possible with help of Soviet vessels
BARROW, Alaska (AP) — 
With two Soviet icebreakers 
drawing near, rescuers Tuesday 
stepped up efforts to free two 
whales trapped nearly three 
weeks in an icy tangle.
A third whale disappeared 
Friday and is presumed dead.
The international rescue, called 
Operation Breakthrough, was 
scheduled for Wednesday with 
the Soviet vessels, Eskimos with 
chainsaws and an ice-smashing 
tractor acting in concert.
Rescuers discovered that a 
pressure ridge apparently was 
not anchored to the sea bottom 
as initially was feared.
This will make the icebreaking 
easier, said Ron Morris, a 
biologist with the National Oce­
anic and Atmospheric Ad­
ministration.
The California gray whales 
must get through the tangle if 
they are to reach an open 
pathway. A pathway is four 
miles away, but the nearest
completely open water is 200 
miles away in the Chukchi Sea.
The Admiral Makorov and the 
ice-breaking cargo ship Vladimir 
Arseniev were 24 miles northeast 
of Point Barrow at 8 a.m., said 
Coast Guard spokesman Ken 
Freeze in Alameda, Calif. 
“ They’re preparing a helicopter 
to take a NOAA (National Oce­
anic and Atmospheric Ad­
ministration) captain, a Coast 
Guard captain and an inter­
preter,” Freeze said.
Choose the company that 
gives you choices*
At National Semiconductor, we know diat 
diplomas and decisions go hand in hand. But 
earning a diploma doesn’t mean you’ve made a 
final career choice. That’s why when you join 
National, we’ll give you plenty of space to 
explore your engineering optioru.
Whether your interests are in ASIC (Applica­
tions Specific Iruegrated Circuits), Advanced 
Peripherals, Advanced LirMar, Process, 
Packaging Techrtologies or other areas, you’ll 
find aburidant opportunity and printe project 
respotuibility at National. So, go ahead, give 
your career arul yourself the clK>ices you 
deserve. As a producer of some of the most 
advarwed proprietary produco in the world. 
National ktMws that freedom of choice is a 
crucial part of succcM.
National will be recruiting on campus next 
week, for Electronic/Electric, Computer/Com- 
outer Science arvi Mechanical Engineers, at all 
levels, so please stop by your Placement Office 
and sign up for our interview dates.
Information Session 
Snack Bar Area 
Monday» October 31st 
7t00 - 9:00 p.m.
N(^n it comes to benefits. National really looks 
out for the needs of new college grads, wi^ 
continuing education benefits such as tuition 
reimbuisement programs and on-site satellite 
educational propams for such schoob as Stanford 
Univenity and San Jose State University. 
Natiotral also offers in-house trainir^ as well as 
internal organizations like the College Club arvl 
the College Hire Auimilation Program, dedicated 
to exterulirtg personal and professiotui develop­
ment Not to mctuion our 14-acre employee 
recreation park arvl dte paid hcaldt arid dental 
insurance you’ll enjoy as a National employee.
Co'OpA’crmanent Placement 
Interview dates: 
Tuesday» November 1st 
and
Wednesday» November 2nd
For more information, please contact National 
Semiconduaor Corporation, College Recruiting, 
29CX) ScmicotKluctar Drive, M/S 14-145, Sattta 
Clara, CA 95052-8090, or call (408) 721-4400. 
We arc an equal opportunity affirmative action 
employer.
National
Semiconductor
EC0ÍD AND
ESAIE
P O P / R O C K / F O L K  
J AZ Z  & C L A S S I C S
O N  S A L E  F O R  L I M I I E D  T I M E  
S H O P  E A R L Y  F O R  B E S I  S E L E C T I O N  
A F F O R D A B L E  P R I C E S
El GdiíqI Bookstore
Capt. Joseph McClelland Jr., 
skipper of the Coast Guard 
icebreaker Polar Sea which is 
based at Seattle, arrived in Bar- 
row on Monday. He is to act as 
liaison officer with the Soviets, 
but will also help guide the 
Soviets through the shallow 
water and foot-thick pan ice near 
Barrow.
McClelland and a NOAA of- 
Ticial found what they believed 
was a penetrable area in the ice 
and said they were confident the
Soviet vessels would be able to 
clear a path in a matter of hours.
Craig George, a biologist with 
the North Slope Borough, said 
the whales overnight remained 
well back from a series of new 
breathing holes that had been 
cut toward the ice ridge. They 
apparently were spooked by the 
shallow water.
There is about 12 feet of water 
over the 125-yard-wide shoal, 
George said. The whales had 
been in water 17- to 23 feet deep.
Two whales not vital
Species won’t be 
harmed, so why 
the rescue fervor
The big rescue effort to save 
two California gray whales won’t 
make a difference to the survival 
of the species, but it’s been a 
public relations dream for en­
vironmentalists trying to rouse 
the world to save its oceans.
“ Only the individual can an­
swer if it’s worth it,”  said 
Howard Braham, director of the 
National Marine Mammal Labo­
ratory in Seattle, the chief U.S. 
research center on whales. 
“ We’re dealing with the human 
spirit. We allow some awfully 
damning things to go unchecked 
and then we reach out to some­
thing with a tear in our eye,”  he 
said.
The rescue has thrown 
together an unlikely army of 
would-be saviors: whale-hunting 
E s k i m o s ,  G r e en p e ac e  e n ­
vironmentalists, oil companies, 
the U.S. and Soviet governme­
nts, wildlife experts, animal 
behavior specialists and chain­
saw mechanics. About 40 to 60 
reporters keep the world inform­
ed of any progreu.
The two surviving gray whales 
imprisoned by the ice are port of 
an endangered species, meaning 
they are thought to be in immi­
nent danger of becoming extinct.
But the population of grays is 
flourishing. There are about 
21,000, which is near the historic 
peak of 25,000 reached before 
whale hunters slaughtered all but
a few thousand around the turn 
o^ the century.
The Soviets kill 169 gray 
whales each year to feed Eskimos 
under an exemption granted by 
the Internat ional  Whaling 
Commission, and another 1,000 
animals die of natural causes 
yearly, according to government 
estimates.
Despite the losses, the popula­
tion of grays increases by 2.3 
percent a year, and the deaths of 
three wayward whales not yet 
old enough to breed would be in­
significant, scientists said.
“ There’s no loss from a biolog­
ical standpoint,”  said research 
biologist David Withrow from 
the National Marine Mammal 
Laboratory.
Gray whales feed in the icy 
Arctic Ocean, then migrate 7,(NX) 
miles to breed off balmy Baja 
California. The three trapped 
whales were migrating for the 
first time.
Some have questioned the ex­
pense of try i^  to save the 
whales — which had reached 
upward of $600,000 and counting 
as of Monday — while funding 
for U.S. whale research has been 
cut. The annual budget for the 
National Marine Mammal Labo­
ratory is $2 millkm, down from 
$2.8 million in 1965.
“ However much money they’re 
spending on the rescue is fine.” 
sidd Patty Warhol, director of 
the American Cetacean Society 
in San Pedro, Calif. “ That money 
might be better used in research, 
but you just can’t buy that kind 
of public relations for whales.” 
she said.
D o n ’T P f l n i c i
Yon can find 
mbit gon need 
m U biM tÊttg  
Dailg't Qessifiade
No More 
All-Nighters!
on your next rlaual 
prvacntatkMi wicli
Love Letters
Low-cost,
high-speed typesetting 
Great for
• Archteectnre Projects
• CRP Preaenutiona
• Graphic Pea%ncra
• Signage h  Flycra
I'lii.vt.y-i.A"'
Typesetting • Camera work 
Design • Photography
544-9789
2226 Beebce Street
